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General information
The manufacturer accepts no liability for any consequences resulting from inappropriate, negligent or incorrect 
installation or adjustment of the optional operating parameters of the equipment or from mismatching the variable speed 
drive with the motor.

The contents of this guide are believed to be correct at the time of printing. In the interests of a commitment to a policy 
of continuous development and improvement, the manufacturer reserves the right to change the specification of the 
product or its performance, or the contents of the guide, without notice.

All rights reserved. No parts of this guide may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electrical or 
mechanical including photocopying, recording or by an information storage or retrieval system, without permission in 
writing from the publisher.

Environmental statement
Control Techniques is committed to minimising the environmental impacts of its manufacturing operations and of its 
products throughout their life cycle. To this end, we operate an Environmental Management System (EMS) which is 
certified to the International Standard ISO 14001. Further information on the EMS, our Environmental Policy and other 
relevant information is available on request, or can be found at www.greendrives.com.

The electronic variable-speed drives manufactured by Control Techniques have the potential to save energy and 
(through increased machine/process efficiency) reduce raw material consumption and scrap throughout their long 
working lifetime. In typical applications, these positive environmental effects far outweigh the negative impacts of product 
manufacture and end-of-life disposal.

Nevertheless, when the products eventually reach the end of their useful life, they can very easily be dismantled into their 
major component parts for efficient recycling. Many parts snap together and can be separated without the use of tools, 
while other parts are secured with conventional screws. Virtually all parts of the product are suitable for recycling.

Product packaging is of good quality and can be re-used. Large products are packed in wooden crates, while smaller 
products come in strong cardboard cartons which themselves have a high recycled fibre content. If not re-used, these 
containers can be recycled. Polythene, used on the protective film and bags for wrapping product, can be recycled in the 
same way. Control Techniques' packaging strategy favours easily-recyclable materials of low environmental impact, and 
regular reviews identify opportunities for improvement.

When preparing to recycle or dispose of any product or packaging, please observe local legislation and best practice.

REACH legislation 
EC Regulation 1907/2006 on the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and restriction of Chemicals (REACH) requires 
the supplier of an article to inform the recipient if it contains more than a specified proportion of any substance which is 
considered by the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) to be a Substance of Very High Concern (SVHC) and is 
therefore listed by them as a candidate for compulsory authorisation.

For current information on how this requirement applies in relation to specific Control Techniques products, please 
approach your usual contact in the first instance. Control Techniques position statement can be viewed at:

http://www.controltechniques.com/REACH

Copyright © December 2009 Control Techniques Ltd.
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1     Introduction
This document outlines how the current Unidrive SP size 9 Free Standing configuration can be extended to give higher output power by adding 
additional extension enclosures to the standard master and slave enclosures. Up to three extension enclosures can be added to a standard Unidrive 
size 9 Free Standing drive. Figure 3-1 shows a Unidrive SP size 9 Free Standing drive with one extension enclosure.
Product ratings are given in section 2 together with the configuration required to achieve these values. This additional enclosure arrangement will 
require non-standard modifications and certain rules must be adhered to, these are outlined in section 3 and section 4.

The resulting arrangement will require modifications to the standard Free Standing enclosures supplied from the factory, which:
1. Must be undertaken in accordance with the technical conditions outlined in this document.
2. Must be undertaken by a Control Techniques Drive Centre with in-house systems capability.
3. Must be discussed with the customer to ensure the solution is acceptable to their site.
The standard approach documented here is an ideal solution for creating higher power systems with Free Standing drives. Any solution not 
documented here is not supported and not permitted.

2     Product information
Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 below list the product ratings for IP21 drive configurations within a 40°C ambient.
The same ratings apply for SP9xx5 IP23 configured drives operating in a 30°C ambient. All values are based on 1000m altitude and 3kHz switching 
frequencies. Model configurations consist of existing SP9XX5 (master and slave enclosures) together with an additional size 9 extension enclosure or 
multiple size 9 extension enclosures (effectively multiples of the existing size 9 slave enclosures).
Table 2-1 400V Drive ratings (380V to 480V ±10%)

Table 2-2 690V Drive ratings (500V to 690V ±10%)

Table 2-3 Orders codes, model numbers available

NOTE

Model Configuration

Normal Duty Heavy Duty
Max. 

continuous 
input current 

(A)

SPMD
equivalent

Maximum
continuous

current 
(A)

Peak
current

(A)

Maximum
continuous

current 
(A)

Peak
current
closed 
loop
(A)

Peak
current
open
loop
(A)

1 x SP94X5 + 1 x SP94X5 extension 1746 1920.6 1515 2272 1954 1575 6 x SPMD14X4
1 x SP94X5 + 2 x SP94X5 extension 2328 2560.8 2020 3030 2606 2100 8 x SPMD14X4
1 x SP94X5 + 3 x SP94X5 extension 2910 3201 2525 3787 3257 2625 10 x SPMD14X4

Model Configuration

Normal Duty Heavy Duty
Max. 

Continuous 
input current 

(A)

SPMD
equivalent

Maximum
continuous

current 
(A)

Peak
current

(A)

Maximum
continuous

current 

Peak
current
closed 
loop
(A)

Peak
current
open
loop
(A)

1 x SP96X5 + 1 x SP96X5 extension 1067 1173 933 1399 1203 962 6 x SPMD16X4
1 x SP96X5 + 2 x SP96X5 extension 1422 1564 1244 1866 1604 1282 8 x SPMD16X4
1 x SP96X5 + 3 x SP96X5 extension 1778 1955 1555 2332 2005 1603 10 x SPMD16X4

Order Code Part Number Description 
SP9415 Extension 16200006703006 Single extension enclosure for SP9415
SP9435 Extension 16200006773006 Single extension enclosure for SP9435
SP9615 Extension 16200006708006 Single extension enclosure for SP9615
SP9635 Extension 16200006778006 Single extension enclosure for SP9635
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3     Mechanical installation
3.1      Baying
Prior to baying the enclosures, refer to the control connection procedure outlined in Figure 4.2 on page 7, as the rectifier status connections must be 
made prior to joining the enclosures.

3.1.1     Preparation for baying
Position the additional extension enclosure(s) (supplied with no side panels) between the master SP9 enclosure and the existing SP9 slave enclosure 
(supplied with one side panel), see Figure 3-1 below. 
Figure 3-1 Unidrive SP Free Standing extension configuration

Standard slave
enclosure

Additional slave enclosure
supplied without side panels

Standard master
enclosure
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3.1.2     Baying of enclosures
1. Remove all front and side panels (where fitted). All panel screws are Pozi Pz4. 
2. Panel ground cable connections will also need to be removed.
The Free Standing extension enclosures are bayed in the same way as the standard Free Standing drives. The following generic drawing 
demonstrates how to bay any type of Free Standing enclosure together.
On completion of the installation, ensure that all ground wires are re-connected to the outer panels with M6 nuts and star washers with a torque of 
4Nm (35.4lb).
Figure 3-2 Baying of enclosures

1

2

3

1

2
3

4
5

1

2
3 4

Position the Free Standing extension enclosures together
Fix in two places (front and back) with M10 nuts and bolts,
through the lifting plates 
Fix in four places (two at the front and two at the back) with
M6 nuts, bolts and washers

1.
2.

3.

Lifting plates M10 fastening (2 places)

1. M10 flange headed set screw
2. M10 nut
3. Factory engineered incomer frame
4. Free Standing drive frame

Frames M6 fastening (4 places)

1. M6 nut
2. M6 star lock washer
3. 
4. 
5. M6 screw

Factory engineered incomer frame
Free Standing drive frame

Once the Free Standing extension enclosures are in position they must be bolted to the floor
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3.1.3     Other connections
The final size 9 extension system must be configured to permit mains and ground supply cables to enter each individual enclosure separately, for 
example mains feed for each rectifier and one ground per enclosure. Standard paralleling busbars (Control Techniques part number 6531-0222) or 
bespoke busbar connections internally between enclosures must not be used.
Connection of individual ground cables to each enclosure removes the requirement to fit the ground clamp/safety ground link but the EMC brackets 
between each enclosure must be fitted as outlined in Figure 3-3 below.
Figure 3-3 Ground clamp removed and EMC bracket location

Ground clamp not fitted - Connect
individual ground cables to each

enclosure instead

Fit both EMC brackets between master
and extension, and between both the

extension enclosure and the end slave enclosure
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4     Electrical installation
4.1      Power connections
4.1.1     Input 
As outlined in 3.1 above, the final size 9 extension system must be configured to permit mains and ground supply cables to enter each individual 
enclosure separately, individual cable feeds to each enclosure may be taken from an external mains busbar. 

4.1.2     Output
Each size 9 extension enclosure must have individual motor cable runs in keeping with the existing size 9 extension output requirements, the 
minimum 15 metre motor cable length must also be maintained. All motor cables must be the same length.
Figure 4-1 Unidrive SP size 9 extension power connections

The use of a false floor or additional plinth will be
necessary to accommodate mains and motor cables

Output connections**

Optional
ground

connection
Motor

Provide individual motor
cable runs from each enclosure

WVU

Input connections**

* Enclosures must be fitted with the 
appropriate internal aR fuse 
(see table 4-1 for ratings)

** Connections require M10 bolts which 
are not supplied with the drive

Fuses *

Mains and supply ground cables must 
enter each individual enclosure separately

Supply
ground

L1
Mains
supply

L3L2

PE L1 L2 L3
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4.2      Control connections
4.2.1     Rectifier status line connections 
Two status lines (status 1 and status 2 together with respective 0V connections) are fed between each of the SPMC rectifiers within each of the 
enclosures; the final SPMC in the chain is located within the master enclosure. The status output lines from this final SPMC are fed directly into the 
status inputs of the master SPMD. The master SPMD monitors the status lines and on detection of a trip disables the system.
Figure 4-2 outlines how the status lines should be connected between enclosures. Connect the male 4-way connector (master and extension 
enclosure) to the female connector (extension enclosure and end slave enclosure).
Figure 4-2 Location of 4 way rectifier status connectors

Create the status connections
prior to joining the enclosures

Location of female rectifier
status connector - 
extension and end slave
enclosures

Location of male rectifier status
connector - master and
extension enclosure
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4.2.2     Parallel cable connections
With reference to Figure 4-3 below:-
1. Remove the SM-Control Slave interface cover from the extension and end slave enclosures.
2. Take the parallel cable from the left hand side of the master enclosure.
3. Attach it to the front SPMD module within the extension enclosure.
4. Repeat the process by connecting the parallel cables between any additional extension enclosures and the final end slave enclosure. (The end 

slave enclosure is not shown here).
Figure 4-3 Fitting parallel cable from master to extension enclosure and from extension to end slave enclosures

Refit front and side panels remembering to reconnect all panel ground cable connections first. 

4.3      Input current and fuse ratings
Table 4-1 Input currents and primary/internal fuse ratings

Table 4-2 SP9 extension fuses

Model

Typical 
input

current

Maximum 
input

current

Maximum
overload

input
current

Semiconductor fuse in series with
HRC fuse

HRC IEC class gG
UL class J

Semiconductor
IEC class aR

A A A A A
SP94X5 Extension 525 531 684 800 800
SP96X5 Extension 321 324 421 600 800

1
2

3

Fuse IC aR Part number
800A 4300-0800
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4.4      Input and output cable sizes
Table 4-3 Cable sizes per Unidrive SP extension enclosure

Installation categories (IEC 60364-5-52:2001)
C = Multicore cable in free air
G = Separate cables separated vertically in free air
The recommended cable sizes above are only a guide. Refer to local wiring regulations for the correct size of cables.

4.5      Maximum motor cable lengths
Table 4-4 Maximum motor cable lengths (400V and 690V)

5     System rating label
A system rating label must be applied to the final size 9 extension 
system. The system label must contain the following information as an 
absolute minimum:
1. Electrical data - To include input supply voltage, phases, frequency 

and current.
2. A unique system serial number.
3. The name and address of the Drive Centre assembling the size 9 

extension system.

Model

Input Cables Output Cables UL i/p and 
o/p cablesBiggest IEC Smallest IEC Biggest IEC Smallest IEC

Cable 
gauge 
(mm²)

Installation 
category

Cable 
gauge 
(mm²)

Installation 
category

Cable 
gauge 
(mm²)

Installation 
category

Cable 
gauge 
(mm²)

Installation 
category

UL wire 
gauge 
(kcmil / 
AWG)

SP94X5
Extension  2 x  240 C  2 x  150 G  3 x  185 C  2 x  185 G  3 x  300 

kcmil
SP96X5

Extension  1 x  240 C  1 x  150 G  2 x  120 C  1 x  150 G  2 x 4/0 
AWG

Model

400V and 690V nominal AC supply voltage

Maximum permissible motor cable
length for the following frequencies

3kHz 4kHz 6kHz
SP94X5 Extension 500m

(1640ft)
370m

(1214ft)
250m
(820ft)SP96X5 Extension
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